Summary of Proposed Revisions:

1. Removes all mention of the HPA as a condition of its withdrawal from the Trust;
2. updates the description of the HWT’s mandate/governance to reflect the HWT’s connection to waterfront as outlined in the HWT’s Positioning Statement and its Vision Statement;
3. provides the City with the authority and discretion to dissolve the Trust on 12 months’ notice;
4. imposes a monetary limitation of $250,000 on the HWT’s ability to conduct transactions without City approval;
5. grants the HWT explicit authority, with the City’s consent, to create subsidiary corporations, such as HWT Inc.;
6. requires four year terms for HWT Board Trustees coincident with Council terms;
7. increases HWT Board meetings from four to six mandatory meetings per year;
8. requires the HWT to publicize minutes of its meetings;
9. confirms the City’s discretion to increase the minimum number of Board members;
10. grants City Council the authority to resolve a deadlock among HWT Board Trustees;
11. formally aligns the HWT’s fiscal year with City’s fiscal year; and
12. requires the HWT to provide an annual report to City outlining its Annual Audited Financial Statements, its 10 Year Capital Plan, its Strategic Plan and any changes to its organizational structure.